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High-speed broadband leader SFR continues its roll-out:
Nearly 99% of the population now has 4G coverage
With 13 million Fiber connections

Mobile high-speed broadband
- 1,002 new 4G antennas deployed until end of April 2019
- In the month of April, 4G coverage was brought to 164 towns and 4G+ coverage was brought to 515
- 4G+ 300 Mbits/s was deployed in 1,369 towns
- Rouen: 15th city in which 4G+ 500 Mbit/s is being deployed

Fixed high-speed broadband
- France’s first Fiber¹ infrastructure provider, with 13 million eligible FTTx connections
- More than 170,229 new connections across 179 towns in April 2019

Mobile high-speed broadband:

1,002 new 4G antennas deployed until end of April 2019
In April 2019, SFR continued the extension of its 4G network by bringing 79 additional sites into service. With the deployment of 1,002 new 4G antennas in April 2019, SFR now has 40,310 antennas.
In the first quarter of 2019, SFR covered 98.7% of the population in 4G

Furthermore, 3 years ahead of schedule, SFR has achieved its target of 90% coverage of populations in Lesser Populated Zones, as stipulated by the obligatory requirement of 17th January 2022.

In the month of April, 4G coverage was brought to 164 towns and 4G+ coverage was brought to 515
In April, SFR brought 4G to 164 additional towns, and 4G+ to 515 towns. For example, Châlette-sur-Loing (45), Escaudœuvres (59) and Ezy-sur-Eure (27) have enjoyed the arrival of 4G, and Vic-sur-Aisne (02), Hécq (59), Bièvres (08) have benefited from 4G+. (See lists below).

¹ Fiber with optical or coaxial termination, according to eligibility
4G+ 300 Mbits/s was launched in 1,369 towns
SFR continues its investments which will bring 4G+ of up to 300 Mbit/s to its clients, allowing a theoretical maximum speed 3 times faster than 4G. Already being rolled out in 33 major urban centres (of more than 100,000 residents) across a total of 1,396 towns, 32 of which are conurbation (See lists below).

Rouen: 15th city in which 4G+ 500 Mbit/s is being deployed
In the first quarter of 2019, SFR took an important new step. After Bordeaux, Lyon, Saint-Etienne, Marseille, Toulon, Nice, Montpellier, Avignon, Nantes, Tours, Paris, Strasbourg, Clermont-Ferrand, and Angers, Rouen became the 15th large urban zone in which 4G+ of up to 500 Mbit/s was launched.

Therefore, customers using a fixed rate 4G plan and a compatible device will benefit from considerably increased data rates at no extra cost and will thereby be able to increase, as they wish, their digital usage when mobile.
4G+ up to 500 Mbit/s is a progression from the standard 4G. Thanks to the aggregation of 4 x 4G frequency bands, 4G+ up to 500 Mbit/s is capable of providing a theoretical maximum speed of 593 Mbit/s, thereby offering unequalled comfort and navigation speed for the user on the go.

Fixed mobile high-speed broadband:
France’s first Fiber infrastructure provider, with 13 million eligible FTTx, SFR deployed 170,229 new connections across 179 towns in April 2019
In April 2019, SFR continued its deployments across the country, and 170,229 residences and local professionals were made Fiber-connectable in 179 towns.
Among those, 134 have received Fiber for the first time, for example Villers-le-Lac (25), Chevaigné (35), Loueuse (60), Niederroedern (67) and Amillis (77), and 45 have enjoyed an extension of their Fiber coverage, such as Villefontaine (38), Lillers (62), Sanary-sur-Mer (83) and Auxerre (89), (See lists below).
Currently, SFR’s Fiber services are available in more than 3000 French towns and more than 2,100 towns enjoy speeds of up to 1Gbit/s.

Details of offers available at sfr.fr
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APPENDIX

4G - April 2019

New towns of more than 2,000 residents provided with 4G coverage in April 2019:
Listed by department: Sergy (01), Plénée-Jugon (22), Plœuc-sur-Lié (22), Pluduno (22), Ézy-sur-Eure (27), Châlette-sur-Loing (45), Escaudœuvres (59), Beaurains (62).

4G+ - April 2019

New towns of more than 5,000 residents provided with 4G+ coverage in April 2019:
Listed by department: Vic-sur-Aisne (02), Vuilly (02), Saint-Martin-du-Vor (06), Alissas (07), Bièvres (08), Saint-Clément-à-Arnés (08), Claveyron (26), Saint-Meslin-du-Bosc (27), Saint-Ouen-de-Pontcheuil (27), Saint-Philbert-sur-Boissey (27), Baillieu-Armenonville (28), Cherisy (28), Dreux (28), Dieulivol (33), Saint-Michel-de-Fronsac (33), Saint-Pardon-de-Conques (33), Villandraut (33), Clayes (35), Hecq (59), Duisans (62), Echinghen (62), Dahlenheim (67), Littenheim (67), Waldolwisheim (67), Saint-Martin-de-Lisy (71), Collonges-sous-Salève (74), Crouy-sur-Ourcq (77), Davron (78), Saint-Nom-la-Bretèche (78), Saint-Nicolas-de-la-Grave (82), Tourves (83), Violès (84), Auvers-Saint-Georges (91).

4G+ 300 Mbit/s - April 2019

Main towns provided with 4G+ plus up to 300 Mbit/s in April 2019:
Listed by department: Ajaccio (2A), Vichy (03), Valence (26), Le Puy-en-Velay (43), Agen (47), Villeneuve-sur-Lot (47), Sarrebourg (57), Argelès-sur-Mer (66), Vesoul (70), Aix-les-Bains (73), Cluses (74), Sallanches (74), Dieppe (76), Coulommiers (77), Cogolin (83), Les Sables-d’Olonne (85)...

4G+ 500 Mbit/s - April 2019

Main towns provided with 4G+ plus up to 500 Mbit/s in April 2019:
Listed by department: Rouen (76).

Fiber - April 2019

New towns receiving Fiber (1) for the first time in April 2019:
Listed by department: Massieux (01), Neuville-Saint-Amand (02), Thenelles (02), Marsannay-la-Côte (21), Arc-sous-Montenot (25), Baume-les-Dames (25), Bians-les-USiers (25), Le Bizot (25), La Bosse (25), Boujailles (25), Les Combes (25), Courvières (25), Dommartin (25), Dompierre-les-Tilleuls (25), Esnans (25), Évillers (25), Les Fins (25), Frasne (25), Goux-les-USiers (25), Grand'Combe-Châteleu (25), Grand'Combe-des-Bois (25), Granges-Narboz (25), Les Gras (25), Houtaud (25), Villers-le-Lac (25), Montlebon (25), Morteau (25), Narbief (25), Le Russey (25), Sombacour (25), Vaux-et-Chantegrue (25), Villeneuve-d'Amont (25), Villers-sous-Chalamont (25), Saint-Lubin-de-la-Haye (28), Saint-Georges-d'Orques (34), Betton (35), Chevaigné (35), L'Isle-d'Abeau (38), Bonson (42), Pouilly-les-Nomains (42), Renaison (42), Saint-Julien-la-Vêtre (42), Saint-Léger-sur-Roanne (42), Saint-Donzy (42), La Chapelle-sur-Erdre (44), Beaugency (45), Chantau (45), Chevillon-sur-Huillard (45), Meung-sur-Loire (45), Pannes (45), Tavers (45), Camphin-en-Carembault (59), Moncheaux (59), Beauvoir (60), Ernemont-Boutavent (60), Hautbos (60), Jouy-sous-Thelle (60), Loueuse (60), Monchy-Saint-Éloi (60), La Neuville-Garnier (60), Omécourt (60), Reilly (60), Saint-Deniscourt (60), Saint-Paul (60), Vendeuil-Caply (60), Villotran (60), Fouquières-lès-Béthune (62), Fresnes-lès-Montauban (62), Helfaut (62), Lillers (62), Longuenesse (62), Pihem (62), Remilly-Wirquin (62), Salperwick (62), Serques (62), Tilques (62), Vaudricourt (62), Wimille (62), Baerendorf (67), Bischholtz (67), Bust (67), Dossenheim-
Kochersberg (67), Durningen (67), Erkartswiller (67), Eschwiller (67), Goerlingen (67), Gougenheim (67), Hirschland (67), Kesseldorf (67), Kienheim (67), Kindwiller (67), Kirrberg (67), Lauterbourg (67), Mulhausen (67), Neewiller-près-Lauterbourg (67), Niederlauterbach (67), Niederroedern (67), Obermodern-Zutzendorf (67), La Petite-Pierre (67), Pfulgriesheim (67), Rauwiller (67), Rohr (67), Scheibenhard (67), Schillersdorf (67), Schleithal (67), Schnersheim (67), Siewiller (67), Uhrwiller (67), Wiwersheim (67), Aspach (68), Berentzwiller (68), Buschwiller (68), Elbach (68), Franken (68), Hattstatt (68), Jettingen (68), Valdieu-Lutran (68), Magny (68), Montreux-Jeune (68), Obermorschwihr (68), Oderen (68), Retzwiller (68), Romagny (68), Sargé-lès-le-Mans (72), Amillis (77), Champeaux (77), Châteaubleau (77), La Croix-en-Brie (77), Dagny (77), Pécy (77), Saint-Just-en-Brie (77), Saint-Méry (77), Le Revest-les-Eaux (83), Gargas (84).

**Towns whose fiber**<sup>(1)</sup> **coverage was extended in April 2019:**

Listed by departement: Nice (06), Carry-le-Rouet (13), La Ciotat (13), Bourges (18), Évreux (27), Toulouse (31), L’Union (31), Bordeaux (33), Béziers (34), Villefontaine (38), Feurs (42), La Chapelle-sur-Erdre (44), Rezé (44), Saint-Herblain (44), Amilly (45), Gien (45), Sully-sur-Loire (45), Croix (59), Phalempin (59), Bleneceques (62), Calais (62), Lillers (62), Longuenesse (62), Saint-Martin-lez-Tatinghem (62), Wimereux (62), Anglet (64), Village-Neuf (68), Saint-Étienne-du-Rouvray (76), Sotteville-lès-Rouen (76), Combs-la-Ville (77), Melun (77), Conflans-Sainte-Honorine (78), Montauban (82), Sanary-sur-Mer (83), Apt (84), Auxerre (89), Étampes (91), Grigny (91), Montgeron (91), Clichy-sous-Bois (93), Les Pavillons-sous-Bois (93), Villeneuve-Saint-Georges (94), Argenteuil (95), Montmorency (95), Taverny (95).